We investigate the prospects of detecting gravitational waves from coalescing massive black hole binaries in the Universe with the TianQin observatory, a space-based gravitational wave interferometer proposed to be launched in the 2030s. To frame the scientific scope of the mission, in this paper we carry out a preliminary estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio, detection rate and parameter estimation precision of the massive black hole binaries detectable by TianQin. In order to make our results as robust as possible, we consider several models of the growth history of massive black holes, exploring the effect of some key astrophysical prescriptions as well the impact of the employed computational methods. In the most optimistic model, TianQin can detect as many as ∼ 60 mergers per year. If TianQin detects a merger at redshift of 15, it will be capable of estimating its luminosity distance to within an accuracy of 10%; for a nearby event at redshift ∼ 2, TianQin can issue early warnings 24 hours before coalescence, with a timing accuracy of around an hour and a sky localization ability of ∼ 10 square degrees, thus enabling multi-messenger observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The field of gravitational wave (GW) astrophysics has witnessed a series of breakthroughs in the past few years. The historic first direct detection of a GW signal was made by the two Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) detectors [1] in Hanford and Livingston [2] , followed by two other black hole mergers [3, 4] . In the second observation run, more systems have been observed, for a total of 11 detections claimed to date [5] . A few of them have been captured by the full ground-based GW detector network [6] , which includes the Advanced Virgo interferometer [7] , dramatically increasing the sky location accuracy. Most notably, on August 17, 2017 , the detection of a binary neutron star (BNS) merger [8] , followed by a distinctive counterpart in the electromagnetic spectrum [9] , ushered in the era of multi-messenger GW astronomy. This series of discoveries has greatly deepened our understanding of the Universe: we tested the nature of gravity in a new laboratory, we understood the properties of the stellar-mass compact objects to an unprecedented level, we revealed the origin of most heavy elements nucleosynthesis, we learned the expansion of the Universe through an independent method, and so on (see, e.g., [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ).
However, at frequencies 10 Hz, the GW spectrum remains unexplored. Pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) [16] [17] [18] [19] are hunting the heaviest black hole binaries in the universe at nHz frequencies, still without success despite the steady progresses made in the last decade [20] [21] [22] . However, it is in the mHz band that the greatest richness and diversity of GW sources is expected [23, 24] . Among such sources, mergers of massive black hole (MBH) binaries with masses between ∼ 10 4 M and ∼ 10 7 M are expected to be the loudest [24] [25] [26] . Indeed, electromagnetic observations have revealed the ubiquitous existence of MBHs in the center of galaxies [27] , and most notably the ∼ 4 × 10 6 M black hole Sagittarius A* within our Milky Way [e.g. 28] . Within the hierarchical structure formation process predicted by the ΛCDM model, whenever galaxies merge to form larger ones, the MBHs hosted at their centers sink toward the center of the newly formed system, eventually binding into a binary. The black hole binary gradually loses orbital energy and angular momentum by interacting with the stars and (if present) with the gas in its vicinity, eventually reaching a phase dominated by GW emission, which climaxes in the final coalescence [29] .
The mHz band will be probed by space-based GW observatories, of which the best studied case is the ESAled Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [30] , scheduled for launch in 2034. In this paper, we focus on the TianQin (TQ) project [31] , which was first put forward in 2014. TianQin is a space-based GW observatory with the goal of being launched in the 2030s. In its simplest form, TianQin will be a constellation of three satellites, on a common geocentric orbit with a radius of about 10 5 km. The three satellites are spaced evenly on the orbit to form a nearly normal triangle. There are test masses in each satellite, and the satellites are drag-free controlled to suppress non-gravitational disturbances, so that the test masses can follow geodesic motion as closely as possible. Laser interferometry is utilized to measure the variation in the light path between pairs of test masses caused by the passing GWs.
In this paper, we investigate the prospects of detecting GWs from MBH binaries with TianQin. To make the result as robust as possible, we consider five different models for the growth history of MBHs, including two light seed models and three heavy seed models. Among those, one light seed model and one heavy seed model are based on the Millennium-I cosmological simulation [32] , while the other three are based on the extended Press & Schechter (EPS) formalism [33, 34] . (Note however that the EPS formalism we employ was calibrated to reproduce the results of the Millenium simulation, c.f. [34] .)
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the models used to reconstruct the growth history of MBHs. In section III, we describe the GW signal, the TianQin sensitivity, and the mathematical method employed to compute signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and parameter estimation precision. In section IV, we present our main results, and a brief summary and outlook is provided in section V. Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, we adopt geometric units G = c = 1.
II. MODELS FOR MASSIVE BLACK HOLE BINARIES
There is consensus through observation that the majority of galaxies have MBHs at their centers, and it is believed that MBHs are deeply intertwined with their host galaxies [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In the hierarchical clustering scenario of structure formation, the merger of galaxies that gives rise to the cosmic structure [40, 41] is intimately related to the merger history of the MBHs hosted at their centers [29] . With traditional observation methods, however, it is hard to study the innermost properties of MBHs (c.f. [42] ), and to capture the merger of MBH binaries on action is beyond our current capability. Hence, the observation of the GW signals coming from MBH binary systems can greatly help to shape our understanding of the Universe at all scales, from the phenomena happening in the strong dynamical field of a merging black hole pair to the physics that drive the merger of galaxies and their growth along the cosmic history.
In one MBH growth scenario, the cooling of metal-free atomic and molecular gas falling into the gravitational potential well of the first dark matter halos, which results in the generation of heavy (i.e., > 100M ) stars, known as the population III (pop III) stars. Pop III stars eventually collapse into seed black holes with mass ∼ 100M at redshift about 15 ∼ 20 [43] . These seed black holes then started to grow through accretion and, evolving together with their host halos and galaxies, they eventually grew into the MBHs identified in the center of galaxies in the local Universe [44] [45] [46] . This scenario is identified as the light seed model, or L-seed model.
The L-seed model encounters difficulty in explaining the luminous quasars, usually attributes to MBHs, observed at redshifts as high as z = 7.5, when the Universe was less than 1Gyr old [47] . This problem is alleviated if the initial mass of the black hole seed is bigger, as it is the case for the so called heavy seed models, or H-seed models. The main idea is that dissociation of molecular gas due to strong UV background suppresses the molecular cooling leading to pop III star formation. In this conditions, only atomic cooling is effective, which occurs at much higher temperatures and requires much larger gas masses. If the required conditions are met, an MBH of about 10 4 ∼ 10 6 M can be directly formed through the collapse of atomic gas in massive protogalactic disks at the very early universe (redshift 10) [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Notice that there are also different flavour in this scenario (see reviews in [53, 54] ). It is currently impossible to pin-point the actual growth path of seed black holes via traditional electromagnetic observations, because MBHs rapidly lose memory of their initial conditions by accreting ambient gas. However, since the L-seed model predicts mergers of MBH binaries of masses in the range 10 2 ∼ 10 4 M , while the H-seed model does not, one can in principle use GW observations to distinguish among the two seeding scenarios, especially through accurate determination of masses and distances [55] .
The starting point of our work is to predict the population distribution of MBH binaries based on astronomical and cosmological observations. Such prediction typically involves three ingredients: i-a dark matter halo merger tree, iia galaxy formation and evolution model, and iii-a black hole accretion model. We shall consider two sets of models, which we call the Millennium-I based models and the EPS based models.
A. Millennium-I based models
For the Millennium-I based models [56] , the dark matter halo merger trees are derived from the Millennium-I cosmological simulation [32] . The Millennium-I Simulation, being one of the most widely used N-body dark matter halo simulations, has a good balance between box size (500 h −1 Mpc) and mass resolution (8.6 × 10 8 h −1 M ). It employs the WMAP1 cosmology: Ω m = 0.25, Ω b = 0.045, Ω Λ = 0.75, n = 1, σ 8 = 0.9 and H 0 = 73 km s −1 Mpc −1 , derived from a combined analysis of the 2dFGRS [57] and the first-year WMAP data [58] . Using the Millennium-I simulation has the advantage of deriving the dark matter halo evolution from the first principles, adopting as few assumptions as possible. The drawback is also obvious, the limitation from computation ability constraints its mass resolution.
The galaxy formation and evolution is assigned by the the semi-analytic model GABE (Galaxy Assembly with Binary Evolution). The model consists of a set of analytical prescriptions, either empirical or based on simple physical assumptions, each of which represents a physical process in galaxy formation and evolution. All prescriptions are employed simultaneously into the backbone of the cold dark matter halos and the result is calibrated to match a set of observations, including the stellar mass function and black hole -bulge mass relationship. Semi-analytic models of this type are efficient, self-consistent and consistent with observations, making them powerful tools for exploring different routes of galaxy and MBHs formation and evolution. GABE is a newly developed semi-analytic model, containing a full set of galactic physics recipes, including, more importantly for this study: reionisation, hot gas cooling, star formation, supernova feedback, black hole growth, AGN feedback, bar formation, tidal stripping, and dynamical friction. GABE can accurately recover galaxy properties at low redshift. Apart from galaxy formation and evolution, GABE also includes black hole accretion as we describe below. More details about GABE will be available in [56] .
In the L-seed model we assume that seed black holes are stellar remnants of M seed 250M [43] of popIII stars, and that they form in mini-halos with T vir < 10 4 K. In order to match observations, the light seeds must have experienced episodic super-Eddington accretion [59, 60] . In the H-seed model, baryonic matter forms proto-galactic disks in halos with T vir > 10 4 K at z 10. UV photodissociation of molecular hydrogen prevents them from producing popIII, and they directly collapse into seed black hole with mass 10 5 ∼ 10 6 M [48, 49, 52] . The MBH seeding in GABE is performed in a simple way: whenever a dark matter halo's virial mass exceed a critical mass M vir,crit , a black hole with mass M seed will be assigned from a log-normal distribution to the central galaxy in this halo. For the L-seed model, M vir,crit = 10 7 M , and a log-mean of µ seed = 10 2 M ; for the H-seed model, M vir,crit = 10 10 M , and µ seed = 10 5 M . Note that both masses are below the halo mass resolution in Millennium Simulation, which is 2.4 × 10 10 M , i.e., 20 times its particle mass. In practice we then assign a seed with mass M seed when a halo first appears in the simulation.
The black hole growth in GABE follows the models of [39] . The growth is divided into two channels: quasar mode and radio mode. The quasar mode is the rapid growth of MBHs in the process of galaxy merger, during which the gravitational and gaseous environment is highly disturbed. Gas clouds fall into the central black hole, making superEddington accretion possible, causing the rapid growth of seeds into MBHs. Radio mode is the quiet accretion of a MBH, and the accretion rate is set to the Bondi rate [61] . The Bondi accretion rate is proportional to the square of the black hole mass, thus this radio mode is more efficient for more massive objects, and can create radio lobes in L * or more massive galaxies, such as the Milky-Way. [39] proposed an empirical formula of such radio mode accretion, and proved that the radio feedback is not sensitive to the details of accretion models.
In GABE, MBH mergers are triggered by galaxy mergers, and no time-delay between these two mergers were considered. This is a simplification, as the two MBHs need time to sink to the the center of the merger remnant and to then dissipate their orbital energy and angular momentum before the final coalescence. Proceeding from larger to smaller separation, different physical mechanisms play leading roles, including dynamical friction within the stellar and gaseous background, three-body interactions and slingshot of stars intersecting the MBHs binary orbit, gravitational and viscous torques exerted by a putative massive circumbinary disk, and, finally, GW emission when the separation between the two MBHs gets down to Mpc scales. These could cause time-delays of few Gyr, e.g. [62] [63] [64] . In order to quantify all these physical processes, physical information of the inner part of host galaxies is needed, such as central gas and stellar densities. However, the simple disk and bulge models employed in GABE do not yet provide such structural information. Thus time-delay is not implemented in GABE as of now. [56] . The red contour line represents the average SNR in the TianQin detector, assuming equal-mass binaries (details of calculation is discussed in Section IV A). The black lines represents contours on the differential number of mergers throughout the cosmic history.
The differential number of mergers throughout the Cosmos over chirp mass and redshift of merging binaries for these two models are shown in FIG. 1 together with SNR, whose definition will be discussed in detail in Section IV A. For the H-seed model, we can see that the black hole mergers start to appear at z ∼ 12 with chirp mass of ∼ 10 5 M , which is the adopted seed mass. Towards lower redshift, along with the hierarchical evolution of the universe, more and more MBHs mergers appear and their chirp mass increases. The plot reveals three chirp-mass sub populations. For L-seed model, the distribution has the same trend, but with lower chirp mass limit and there is a larger gap between different chirp mass populations. These three chirp mass populations actually represent three different source of merged MBHs: 1) the left-most branch is the 'light population', composed by two MBHs both still having roughly the initial seed mass. This commonly happens at high redshift and in small dark matter halos at low redshift, due to the lack of previous merger. Without mergers, quiet accretion of seed black holes alone is quite inefficient. Thus MBHs keep almost the initial seed mass till the first merger happens. The light population is ∼ 10 5 M for H-seed model and ∼ 10 2 M for L-seed model. 2) In the medium population, one of the MBHs has not yet accreted from the initial seed mass, while the other one has already experienced a merger and thus has evolved into a MBH with ∼ 10 7 − 10 8 M , making the medium chirp mass population ∼ 10 6 M for the H-seed model and ∼ 10 4 M for the L-seed model. 3) In the heavy population, both MBHs have already evolved. The heavy populations of both H-seed and L-seed models is composed of systems with chirp mass ∼ 10 7 M . The work presented in [65] presents a meaningful comparison to the H-seed model. The EAGLE simulation adopted hydrodynamical simulation for the galaxy evolution, and the dark matter halo evolution were also obtained through N-body simulation. In FIG. 4 of [65] , the three population of mergers were also identified. Unfortunately there's no similar comparison for the L-seed model.
Note that the division in mass in FIG. 1 could originate from a combination of specific physical assumptions and limited Millennium-I resolution. In the adopted MBH accretion model, fast mass growth (quasar mode) is only triggered by mergers. Moreover seed black holes are placed in each halo as soon as it appears in the simulation. This means that by construction the first generation of mergers involve MBHs with masses close to the initial seed mass. Galaxies that have not experienced any major merger are still very gas-rich, and cold gas could be as large as a few percent of the host halo virial mass. During each merger event, ∼ 0.1% − 1% of cold gas is accreted into central MBH. We emphasize that the halo resolution of Millennium Simulation is 2.4 × 10 10 M . A wet (or gas rich) merger in such a massive halo can feed seed black holes to ∼ 10 7 M through just one or few merger events. This rapid growth of seed black holes allows them to 'catch up' with the massive halo mass, but also causes the gap between seed black holes (10 2 M or 10 5 M ) and evolved MBHs (∼ 10 7 − 10 8 M , no matter what the seed mass is, which is also due to the rapid growth). The separation into three distinct population is therefore potentially artificial. Allowing MBH growth via secular processes not driven by mergers, would widen the spectrum of masses involved in the first merger events, blending the three population. Moreover, smaller seed black holes could appear early at z ∼ 15 − 20, while Millennium I simulation set an upper limit of redshift of z ∼ 12. By this time, low mass seeds formed at higher redshift could have already undergone several merger events, resulting in a much higher mass. Increase of the resolution of the dark matter simulation and different assumptions in the triggering of MBH accretion would potentially result in a blending of the three sub-populations in a continuous distribution. However, that is beyond the scope of this work and we leave it for future discussion.
B. EPS based models
Besides the Millennium-I based models described in the previous section, we also consider a different set of MBH populations, produced with the semi-analytic galaxy formation model of [66] (with incremental improvements described in [67, 68] ). The EPS formalism was calibrated in a way that it can reproduce properties of the Millenium simulation. It has the advantage of a higher mass resolution, thus theoretically provides a complete description of MBH binary mergers. The cost of which is that it adopts some ad hoc assumptions for the dark matter halo evolution.
The EPS model adopted in this work was also extensively used to assess the expected LISA scientific performance as a function of experimental design, focusing in particular on the physics of MBH mergers [25, 69] and their electromagnetic counterparts [70] , but also on extreme mass ratio inspirals [71] and MBH-based ringdown tests of GR [72] . Moreover, the model was also used to predict the stochastic GW background expected for pulsar timing array experiments [73, 74] .
We adopt here the same model as in [25, 68] . The evolution of dark matter haloes is followed via an EPS formalism [33] , suitably tuned to reproduce the results of N-body simulations [34] . On top of this dark matter skeleton, baryonic structures are evolved semi-analytically. In particular, such structures include a chemically pristine intergalactic medium, which either streams into the dark matter haloes via cold flows [75] , or is shock-heated to the halo's virial temperature and then cools down adiabatically. The end result of both processes is the formation of a cold gas component that can give rise to star formation (with ensuing supernova explosions and feedback on the formation of stars itself), which in turn chemically enriches the gas. Both these cold gas and stellar components may exist in disks or bulges, with the latter being produced by the disruption of the disks as a result of major galactic mergers or bar instabilities. Both major mergers and bar instabilities are expected to drive an excess of cold chemically enriched gas to the nuclear region of the galaxy. We model this gas transfer by assuming its rate is proportional to star formation in the bulge [76] [77] [78] . The nuclear gas 'reservoir' that forms as a result is then assumed to either accrete onto the central MBH on a viscous timescale, or to form stars ' in situ' giving rise to nuclear star clusters [68, 79] . The latter also grow as a consequence of dynamical friction driven migration of globular clusters from the galaxy's outskirts to the center [68, 79] . AGN feedback is included in the model, and with the aforementioned prescriptions for MBH growth by accretion from the nuclear reservoir, it ensures that local observed correlations between MBH and galaxy properties are reproduced at z ∼ 0 [66, 67, 80] .
As mentioned, the mergers of the dark matter halos are followed via the underlying merger tree. The EPS based model first accounts for the delay between the time the haloes first touch (as extracted from the merger tree) and the time the two haloes and the hosted galaxies finally merge, by using the results of [81] . We also account for the tidal disruption and heating of the satellite halo (and galaxy) by following [82] . We then account for the delay between the galaxy merger and the final MBH merger. There is considerable uncertainty about this timescale, with suggestions that it may even exceed the Hubble time in some cases (this is the so-called final parsec problem, see e.g. [83] for a review). In the following, we follow [25, 68] and adopt different timescales according to the environment of the MBH
migration in a nuclear gas disk. We also account for the effect of triple MBH interactions on these delay times in a simplified way, described in [68] , to which we refer, more in general, for a more detailed description of the model for these delay times. (See also [69, 74, [84] [85] [86] [87] for more recent work on triple MBH interactions). To assess the impact of the aforementioned uncertainties on the physics of the delays between galaxy and MBH mergers, we also consider models where these delays are set to zero. (However, we keep the delays between halo contact and galaxy/halo mergers, modelled as described above.)
As for the high redshift seeds of the MBH population, we adopt, as in [25, 68] , a light-seed model whereby MBH seeds form as remnants of popIII stars (thus the name popIII) [43] , and a heavy-seed one where they originate from bar-instabilities of protogalactic disks [88] . We adopt Q c = 3 for the critical Toomre parameter for disk instability, thus name the heavy seed models as Q3. In the former model, the typical MBH seed is ∼ 100M , while in the latter the seed mass is of the order of ∼ 10 5 M . Following [59] , we allow for moderately super-Eddington accretion in the light seed models to ease the discrepancy between that model and observations quasars at z ∼ 6-7. We refer again to [25, 68] for more details on the seed model. The
not impact hugely for the popIII model, as pointed out in [25] , thus we only study the time-delayed version of the model. The influence of including delays in the MBH binary mergers is apparent by comparing the Q3 d and Q3 nod panels. While in the latter mergers already occur at z ∼ 20, in the former they start to occur only at z < 15.
Notice the Millennium-I simulation has a redshift upper limit of 12, while the EPS models can depict mergers with redshift as high as 20. Also, the evolutionary path of the mergers are more evident in FIG. 2 , the MBHs most likely to merge demonstrate the tendency of increasing mass as the Universe evolves. It's also interesting to notice that the three different models demonstrate very different distribution in terms of mass over redshift. The popIII model predict the most detectable source origin at redshift of 5 − 10, with masses lean in the low mass end; The Q3 d model predicts the most of mergers happen at redshift z < 10; and the Q3 nod model predicts a wide spread of redshift for mergers.
III. KEY QUANTITIES AND METHOD
Having described the MBH population models, we now turn our attention on the GW part. In the following we describe the mathematical tools adopted to define source detection and parameter estimation accuracy, the sensitivity of the TianQin detector, as well as its response function to an incoming GW as a function of time.
A. SNR and Parameter Estimation
In GW data analysis, it is useful to define inner product between two waveformsh 1 (f ) andh 2 (f ) as (h 1 |h 2 )
where the choice of f low ≥ 0 and f max is case dependent, and S n (f ) is the power spectrum density (PSD) for the detector.
The SNR ρ of a signal can be then expressed as
For multiple detectors, the combined SNR is simply the root sum square (RSS) of component SNRs. The Fisher information matrix (FIM) is oftenly used to quantify the uncertainty in the estimation of the relevant waveform parameters as well as their mutual correlations. The FIM Γ ij is defined as
The variance-covariance matrix Σ ij is related to the FIM Γ ij through Σ ij = Γ −1 ij . The uncertainty of a given parameter θ i is then ∆θ i = √ Σ ii , and the correlation coefficients between any two parameters θ i and θ j is
In calculating the sky localization error ∆Ω, we adopt the formula
For post Newtonian (PN) inspiral waveforms, most of the partial derivatives ∂h ∂θ i can be analytically obtained. However, the merger and ringdown phase contains a certain portion of the total SNR of merging MBH binaries. Therefore a waveform comprehensively describing the whole inspiral-merger-ringdown process is better suited to our investigation. In the following, we therefore adopt the IMRPhenomP waveforms [89] throughout our analysis. Notice that by adopting IMRPhenomP waveforms, we can not easily obtain closed-form partial derivatives. We therefore approximate partial derivative numerically through numerical differentiation
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The specific value of ∆θ i is chosen once the corresponding Γ ii reaches convergence. If available, we also compare numerical differentiation results with analytical results with post-Newtonian (PN) inspiral waveforms for sanity check.
In the actual analysis, we perform calculation over the nine parameters, chirp mass M, symmetric mass ratio
2 , luminosity distance D L , merger phase φ c , merger time t c , location angles θ and φ, spin of two black holes χ 1 and χ 2 . Notice that we do not include the inclination angle ι and polarisation angle ψ in our analysis, since adding those parameter would introduce degeneracies that make inversion of FIM problematic.
In a different work that investigates on the parameter estimation accuracy from MBH binary inspiral signals, third order restricted PN waveform including non-precession spin and first order eccentricity effects has been used for a single Michelson interferometer of TianQin [90] .
B. Gravitational wave signal in the detector
To describe the response of the detector to the incoming GW, it is convenient to discuss in the detector co-ordinate system. For a source located at longitudinal angle θ S and azimuthal angle φ S , with polarization angle ψ S , the signal detected in TianQin is
where the subscripts I, II correspond to the two equivalent orthogonal Michelson interferometers. And we have
ν = cos ι =L ·n , with ι being the inclination angle. F +,× are antenna pattern functions, which describe the detector response to sources with different location and polarization. The antenna pattern is frequency dependent, but in the low frequency limit, which holds true for most of our analysis, it can be simplified as
and the antenna pattern function of the second orthogonal Michelson interferometer can be written as
For higher frequencies where the low frequency approximation lost validity, the impact and corresponding treatment is discussed in section III C. The polarization angle ψ S can be expressed as
whereL and −n are the unit vector along the orbital angular momentum and the direction of GW propagation, respectively. Since the plane of the TianQin constellation is nearly fixed in space [31] , both θ S and ψ S are nearly time-independent, while φ S is linearly proportional to operational time. Thus, one can derive the detected signal as the convolution between the antenna pattern and the frequency domain waveform,
where F {h I (t)} means Fourier transformation of h I (t) , and
h II has analogue expressions with an extra φ rotation of π/4.
The annual orbit of the Earth further introduce a Doppler correction
where R = 1AU andφ(t) =φ 0 + 2πt/T , andφ 0 specifies the detector's location at t = 0. The angles (θ S ,φ S ,φ 0 ) is the location of detectors relative to the Sun. T = 1 year is the orbital period of TianQin.
The gravitational evolution of a binary black hole system can be roughly divided into three stages: inspiral, merger and ringdown. In the inspiral stage, the two black holes are well separated, so PN expansion is sufficient to describe the system to high accuracy [91] . The merger stage is relatively short but complex, so numerical relativity (NR) is required to depict the details [92] (see, however, [93] ). The ringdown stage can be understood through perturbation theory of Kerr black holes.
For the generation of waveform, we adopt a self-consistent waveform family that contains the whole inspiral-mergerringdown stages, known as IMRPhenomPv2 [89] . This waveform model is implemented in the LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL) [94] . It uses an approximate waveform of precessing black hole binaries calibrated with PN and NR. The waveform model was adopted for LIGO detections of stellar mass black holes, but under proper modification of h(f |αM) = α 2 h(f /α |M), it could also be used for MBH systems. Using the PN approximation, one can derive a lower boundary on the frequencies [95] :
This result, together with f max = ∞, will be used for the evaluation of the inner product in equation (1).
C. TianQin sensitivity
In this paper, we adopt the following model for the sky averaged sensitivity of TianQin [31] : 
with the coefficients a i given in TABLE I. The unusual expression for g(x) is an analytical fit to numerical calculations, and the upper limit on x in the function g(x) corresponds to f = 10Hz. Both the full result and the further approximation with g(x) ≈ 1 is illustrated in FIG 3. Note that the expression of Eq. 15 agrees with our previous study [96] in which Monte Carlo simulation has been adopted to evaluate the sky averaged sensitivity curve. The low frequency behaviour of the acceleration noise for TianQin is not clear yet. We thus adopt a conservative lower frequency cutoff at 10 −4 Hz, and this effectively sets the noise PSD under this frequency to be infinity. As a consequence, the conclusions in this paper should also be taken to be conservative in this respect.
Due to its particular choice of orbit, TianQin adopts a "3 month on + 3 month off" observation scheme. It is therefore interesting to consider the scenario when a twin set of TianQin constellations operate consecutively, filling up the observation gaps for each other. We note such a scheme will not modify the sensitivity curve for TianQin. 
IV. RESULTS

A. SNR
In FIG. 1 and 2 , we plot the distribution of mergers over chirp mass and redshift from the models in [56] as well as in [25] . Throughout the whole simulated Universe, all mergers happen at different stage was recorded and binned. Each tile of chirp mass and redshift was assigned with a merger density of Overplotted in red are contour plots of SNRs in the TianQin detector, assuming equal-mass binaries and a fiducial observation time of three months before merger. For most of the MBH merger events, the majority of the SNR comes from the last weeks or even days before final merger, so this arbitrary choice of observation time should not incur too much error on the estimated SNR [90] .
For the sake of accuracy, when applied for the calculation of detection rate in section IV B, we do include the true operation scenario of TianQin. The "3 month on + 3 month off" working pattern introduce a minor complication for the SNR calculation. The calculation adopted is actually
by randomly assigning merger time t c ∈ U [0, 5]yr, and fixing starting and ending time for each three-month session (for example, 0 and 3 month, respectively), one can determine the f i lo and f i hi through Eq. 14. TABLE II. MBH binary cosmic merger rates and TianQin detection rates for the five investigated MBH population models. Detection rates are given both considering one or two TianQin detectors. We also show the percentage of detection rate as a percentage of the event rate.
B. Detection rate
We adopt a conventional choice SNR threshold of 8 for detection. Note a conservative lower frequency cutoff in 10 −4 Hz is used when computing SNRs, thus the detection results, especially the ability for high mass events, should be also regarded as conservative.
In all models, we simulate a random realisation of merger catalogues for within a nominal five year operation time. The physical parameters including redshift, mass etc. were obtained from the models, while the merger time were assigned uniformed within observation time. The SNR accumulated long before merger is negligible compared with the last several days, for the sake of convenience, we do not include events merge after the operation ends. We then simply count how many events out of the catalogue would induce an SNR larger than threshold of 8, and by averaging over multiple trials, one can obtain the expected detection rate. Notice that we also perform detection rate calculation similar to [65] for sanity check, and the results are quite consistent.
It's meaningful to consider a twin constellations scenario for TianQin, where two set of constellation relay on the GW detections. In this configuration, the perpendicular twin constellations would have a complete time coverage of all events, essentially double the detection rate.
In TABLE. II, we summarize the event rates with TianQin for all five models in the first column. In the second column we show the detection results for one TianQin set, and in the third column for the twin constellations configuration. Notice that the rate for a twin constellations is about double the one TianQin set, thanks to the relay in observation. And for the heavy seed model, most mergers occurring anywhere in the Universe can be detected with twin constellations.
It is important to notice the three orders-of-magnitude difference among different models. Such difference is partly due to the lack of resolution of the Millennium-I models and partly reflects the status quo of our current knowledge of galaxy and MBH evolution. Although different models are calibrated against a number of observations, uncertainties in the early evolution of (proto)galactic structures and the MBHs hosted within them result in vastly different predictions of the MBH binary merger and detection rates.
As a sanity check, we compare our TABLE. II with previous work. For example the fully hydrodynamical cosmological simulation EAGLE was also used to carry out a study of the GW detection rate from MBH binary mergers. Although the simulation method is different from the semi-analytical model of GABE, the seeding mechanism and mass halo resolution are similar. As a result, [65] obtained a detection rate of ∼ 2/yr for eLISA, which is very close to our results for a twin constellations when the H-seed model is considered. The results of the popIII, Q3 d, and Q3 nod models can be directly compared to the detection rates presented in [25] for LISA. The detection rates of LISA and a twin constellations are very similar. This is because the merger rate is dominated by relatively low mass systems, which fall in the sweet spot of both detectors.
The reason for the much lower detection rate predicted by cosmological simulation-based models (both GABE and EAGLE) is at least partially subject to the limited mass resolution. Due to the huge computational cost, it is in fact currently infeasible to resolve low mass halos within a large simulation box. Conversely, with the price of being more ad hoc, analytical EPS model are computationally cheaper and can reconstruct the halo merger history to much lower masses. We can therefore consider the GABE/EAGLE results as absolute lower boundary, and the popIII/Q3 d/Q3 nod as more fiducial estimates, although the Q3 nod model is likely optimistic due to the absence of MBH binary merger delays.
C. Parameter estimation
We perform FIM analysis to determine the parameter estimation precision of TianQin detections. We consider two fiducial cases for demonstration. Firstly, if a MBH binary merger happen shortly after formation, accurate determination of their masses and luminosity distance could help to distinguish seed models. Secondly, for nearby MBH mergers, an early warning before merger, with forecast of sky location as well as merger time, could be greatly helpful for the preparation of multi-messenger observations.
In the calculation of the two fiducial cases, we set χ 1 = 0, χ 2 = 0, θ = 0, φ = 0, ι = 0, ψ = 0, φ c = −π/4, t c = 3 months. By multiplying a factor of 1/ √ 5 to this special case, one can obtain the sky average of the same event. Notice that we retain the geometric factor of √ 3/2 in the inner product. For the first scenario, we consider a merger which happened at redshift z = 15, and in FIG. 4 we present the distribution of SNR as well as expected uncertainties of parameters over the parameter space of chirp mass and symmetric mass ratio. FIG. 4a indicates that at a redshift of 15, the optimal SNR can be as high as 50. We notice from FIG. 4b and FIG. 4d and that if both MBHs are heavier than 5 × 10 3 M , TianQin can reach a fractional error of 10% for luminosity distance, and the fractional error of the redshifted chirp mass can be as high as 10% for sources with SNR 10. Therefore, if a MBH binary with masses around 10 4 − 10 5 M merge at high redshift, its masses and luminosity distance can be estimated with sufficient accuracy, so that so it is possible to distinguish different seed models.
For the symmetric mass ratio determination ∆η/η, TianQin can reach a fractional error of 20% for symmetric mass ratio with chirp mass massive than 10 4 M and symmetric mass ratio higher than 0.1. For most part of the sources with chirp mass in the range 10 3 M < M < 10 5 M , TianQin can make detection with a sky location error of < 100 deg 2 . When source frame chirp mass is larger than 10 4 M and symmetric mass ratio is higher than 0.1, the sky location error can be better than 20 deg 2 . The error of φ c is more sensitive to symmetric mass ratio more than chirp mass, which is different from other results on FIG. 4 . In terms of timing ability, TianQin can constrain the merger time t c with accuracy better than 50s. Notice that the uncertainty on spin χ 1 is constantly better than χ 2 . It is because the results of χ 1,2 are strongly rely on m 1,2 , the condition that we set m 1 ≤ m 2 lead to the natural consequence of a better constraint on χ 1 .
Although low mass events at high redshift can be easily detected through GW channel, any putative electromagnetic counterpart will be extremely faint and likely beyond foreseeable observational capabilities. Counterpart identification will favour a lower redshift to loose the luminosity prerequisite of any potential radiation mechanisms. We therefore explore sky localization performances for a fiducial redshift of z = 2, and we estimate the early warning ability of TianQin, focusing on the sky localization error 24 hours before the merger. This would provide sufficient time to issue early warnings and point electromagnetic probes before the final coalescence.
We consider here a fiducial merger of MBH at redshift of z = 2. In FIG. 5 , we show distributions of parameter uncertainties over of chirp mass M and symmetric mass ratio η. For the majority of the sources with chirp mass in the range 10 4 M < M < 10 6 M , TianQin can make detection 24 hours before the final merger. Notice that for sources at this redshift, integrating the signal until 24 hours before merger yields a maximum SNR of 28. This enable us to issue early warning ahead of the actual merger, with a sky localisation error of < 100 deg 2 and a timing error of hour. For optimal events, the sky localisation could be as accurate as 10 deg 2 , while the fractional error in the redshifted chirp mass estimate can be as high as 10% when SNR 10. This sky localization accuracy is sufficiently small to be covered by a single pointing of future wide field of view instrument such as, for example, LSST [97] .
For detected events from the catalogues of these five models, we perform analysis on parameter uncertainties, then we obtain the distribution of uncertainties of all parameters. The spin of the source is set to be χ 1,2 ∈ U[−1, 1], the sky location of the source is set to be φ ∈ U[0, 2π], cos(θ) ∈ U[−1, 1]; the orientation of angular momentum is set to be φ L ∈ U[0, 2π], cos(θ L ) ∈ U[−1, 1], upon which we can derive the inclination and polarization angles; the reference phase at merger is set to be φ c ∈ U[0, 2π], and the observation time is set to be t c ∈ U[0, 5] year; the chirp mass, symmetric mass ratio and redshift (luminosity distance) are obtained directly through catalogues derived from models. We plot the probability distribution of errors in all the parameters in FIG. 6. We find that TianQin has, in general, a better detection ability for heavy seed models, compared with light seed model. This is not surprising, since detected events are typically more massive and at lower redshift in the former (cf , FIG.2) . This means that the typical detection SNR is higher (cf, top left panel of FIG. 6) , and typical parameter estimation precision scales with the inverse of the SNR. Most notably, in the Q3 models, more than 50% of the detected sources can be located within ∆Ω < 10 deg 2 and ∆D L /D L < 0.03 (although this does not include weak lensing that can significantly deteriorate the measurement for events at z > 3 [98] ). Conversely, for the light seed scenarios, those figures are met only for about 20% of the detections, due to the average lower mass and higher redshift of the sources.
V. SUMMARY
We explored the detection and parameter estimation capabilities of TianQin for MBH mergers by employing five different models of MBH population (namely L-seed, H-seed, popIII, Q3 d, and Q3 nod) to characterize optimistic and pessimistic event rates. The models feature different techniques (EPS and N-body simulations) for constructing the merger history of dark matter halos and different physical recipes for evolving galaxies and MBHs. We find that different models predict vastly different detection scenario for TianQin, in line with previous investigation focusing on LISA [25, 55, 65, 99] . This can be partially attributed to the mass resolution limit in the Millennium-I numerical simulation at the core of the semianalytic model GABE (whose results can therefore be taken as lower limits), but it also reflects the large uncertainties in the physics underlying MBH formation and evolution, especially at high redshift. The detection rate for the current design of TianQin is O(1 ∼ 10) per year for all the population models except L-seed, while the rate is doubled for a twin constellation configuration. We also showed that if a MBH merger with mass 3 × 10 3 M happened at the redshift 15, TianQin is capable of distinguishing the heavy and light seed models of MBH. Therefore TianQin can shed light on the evolution history of MBH population.
TianQin can also trigger an early warning for MBH merger by identifying the signal up to 24 hours before merger. For a merger event happened at z = 2, TianQin can generally put constraints on sky localization better than 100 deg 2 one day before the merger, and can even reach 10 deg 2 for binaries if M ∼ 10 5 M , falling in the sweet-spot of the TianQin sensitivity curve.
To summarize, TianQin is a promising facility to detect MBH mergers, has the ability to measure parameters accurately, and has the potential to reveal the nature of the first seed of the MBHs we see today at the center of galaxies. and redshifts are taken from mock catalogues of merging MBH binaries predicted by the models, whereas other parameters are randomly drawn.
